The Central AC (AC03) did not have quorum at their March 2nd meeting; therefore action on following proposals are not actions of the entire committee.

Proposal 22, 52, 53, 57, 68, 78, 130 (Support)
Proposal 3, 5, 72, 73, 79, 80 (Oppose)

Bethel AC Corrections (RC048):
Proposal 103; Oppose (0-8)
Proposal 104; Oppose (0-8)
Proposal 105; Oppose (0-8)

Central Kuskokwim AC Corrections (RC066):
Proposal 65; Oppose (0-8)

Fairbanks AC Corrections (RC028):
Proposal 17; Oppose (0-11)
Proposal 18; Support (11-0) We want to be certain that it is clear that slingbows may be used for small game and prohibited for big game.
Proposal 94; Support (11-0)
Proposal 95; Support (11-0)

Anchorage AC Corrections
The Anchorage AC representative clarified during testimony that the AC supported proposals 116, 117, & 120. The action on the Anchorage AC minutes submitted indicated these proposals were tabled.